Numerical simulations of plastic deformation with dislocation distributions are computationally very challenging, especially for engineering levels of strains, strain rates, and volumes. This particular aspect has been recognized in most Dislocation Dynamics (DD) simulations, either in 2-D (e.g., Ghoniem and Amodeo, 1988; Wang and LaSar, 1995), or in 3-D (e.g., DeVincre and Kubin 1994; Kubin et al., 1992; Ghoniem and Bacaloni, 1997; Zbib et al., 1998; Schwarz, 1997). Development of efficient yet accurate numerical techniques for DD simulations of plastic deformation is still in its infancy, especially in computationally intensive 3-D applications.
Introduction
Numerical simulations of plastic deformation with dislocation distributions are computationally very challenging, especially for engineering levels of strains, strain rates, and volumes. This particular aspect has been recognized in most Dislocation Dynamics (DD) simulations, either in 2-D (e.g., Ghoniem and Amodeo, 1988; Wang and LaSar, 1995) , or in 3-D (e.g., DeVincre and Kubin 1994; Kubin et al., 1992; Ghoniem and Bacaloni, 1997; Zbib et al., 1998; Schwarz, 1997) . Development of efficient yet accurate numerical techniques for DD simulations of plastic deformation is still in its infancy, especially in computationally intensive 3-D applications.
Dislocations in real crystals are generally curved because of their strong mutual interactions, externally applied stress fields, as well as thermodynamic forces resulting from gradients or changes in local chemical potentials. Moreover, extensive experimental evidence indicates that dislocation lines are generally curved, especially under the action of an externally applied stress, and at temperatures exceeding 0.2-0.3 of the material's melting point.
In some special cases, however, long straight dislocation segments are experimentally observed. This is particularly true in materials with high Peierel's potential barriers normal to specific crystallographic orientations (e.g., Si), or large mobility differences between screw and edge components (e.g., some BCC crystals at low temperature). It is apparent that very large curvature variations are expected, especially for strongly interacting dislocation loops. The accuracy of computing the dynamic shape of dislocation loops is thus dependent on how dislocation lines are discretized for field and force calculations.
In DD simulations of plastic deformation, the computational effort per time step is proportional to the square of the number of interacting segments, because of the long-range stress field associated with dislocation lines. It is therefore advantageous to reduce the number of interacting segments during such calculations. Recent 3-D calculations of dislocation interactions using straight segments are based on analytical solutions of the elastic field of either mixed segments, e.g., Zbib et al., 1998) and Contributed by the Materials Division for publication in the JOURNAL OF ENGI-NEERING MATERIALS AND TECHNOLOGY. Manuscript received by the Materials Division August 19, 1998; revised manuscript received November 8, 1998. Guest Editors; H. M. Zbib, J. P. Hirth, T. Khraishi, and R. Thomson. Schwarz and LeGoues (1997) , or just screw and edge dislocation segments, e.g., DeVincre and Kubin (1994) . Zbib et al. (1998) have shown that the length of each straight segment is roughly limited to the range of 50-200 units of Burgers vector. Longer segments may have substantial force variations, thus limiting the usefulness of one single equation of motion for the entire segment. Meanwhile, singular forces and stresses arise at sharp intersection points of straight segments, which result in divergence of the average force over the straight segment as the segment length is decreased. When the dislocation loop is discretized to either screw or edge components that move on a crystallographic lattice (Devincre and Kubin, 1994) , the accuracy of strong dislocation interactions is compromised because line curvatures are crudely calculated. In addition, motion of dislocation segments on a fixed lattice produces inherent limitations to the accuracy of the overall dislocation dynamics. Schwartz (1998-1 & II) , on the other hand, has recently developed an adaptive method to reduce the segment size when dislocation interactions become strong. Using a modified form of the Brown formula (Brown, 1964) for the self-force on a segment, Schwarz circumvented the field divergence problem for very short segments. His work shows that substantial curvature and reconfiguration of interacting dislocations take place when one dislocation line closely approaches another one to form a junction, dipole, or other configurations. However, the number of straight segments required to capture these processes is very large, and the segment size may have to be on the order of a few Burgers vectors.
In this work, we develop a new and efficient computational method for calculations of the elastic field of arbitrary-shape, 3-D dislocation loops, in which the total field is the sum of constituent parameterized curved segments. A new procedure is presented where interconnected curved segments approximate the complex shape of a dislocation loop. Various conditions can be invoked on the shape functions that represent the loop, as desired by particular Dislocation Dynamics requirements. Since the shape of each segment is parameterized, a wide variety of representations can be used, in much the same way as the Finite Element Method (FEM) in continuum mechanics. Henceforth, we will term this method of computations simply the Finite Segment method (FSM), and will advance it for various types of parameterized curves, which will become important in specific applications. We present the differential geometry of loops in Section 2, followed by a summary of the calculation procedure of the elastic field in Section 3. Several test cases for the accuracy and speed of our proposed method are then given in Section 4. Finally, conclusions and discussions are outhned in Section 5.
2 Computational Geometry of Dislocation Loops 2.1 Cubic Spline Parametric Segments. The core of an arbitrary-shape, 3-D dislocation loop can be represented as a continuous line, as shown in Fig. 1 . Define the dislocation line vector, ^, as the tangent to the dislocation line. The Burgers vector b is prescribed as a displacement jump condition across any surface bounded by the dislocation line. Assume that the dislocation line is now segmented into («,) arbitrary curved segments, labeled (1 < i < «,). Now consider only one segment, AB, as shown in Fig. 2 .
We wish to compute field quantities (displacement vector, stress, and strain tensors) at point Q. For the parametric curve AB, the coordinates (x') of any point P on the line are represented by a set of parametric equations, as:
where the index (' is for coordinate direction, and j for a polynomial power. The parameter u determines the coordinates of any point on the curve. For a cubic polynomial, both / and j are limited to 3. Summation is assumed over repeated indices. Generally, the coefficient matrix a,j is 3 X 4. When the parameter u varies smoothly between 0 at A and 1 at B, another equivalent parametric form of the segment AB is given by:
where:
are shape functions. Definitions of the position (P(0),P(1)), and tangent (T(0), T(l)) vectors at both ends are shown in Fig. 3 . The tangent vector is obtained as:
and:
In component form, the position vector is given by:
The arc length vector is given by:
F|," = 6(M^ -u), F2,u = -6(u^ -M) = -F|,",
Therefore, the radius vector R is given by: R = X/e, = r -r'. Once the parameter u is known, the entire differential geometry of the segment is determined. As will be shown next, the elastic field is only a function of this geometry. We will use the method of Green's tensor functions for an isotropic elastic medium to solve for the elastic field. It will be shown to be dependent on higher order derivatives of the radius vector R.
Other Parametric Forms.
Under certain conditions, more convenient parametric forms can represent a dislocation loop. For example, a dislocation loop emitted from an isotropic Frank-Read source (i.e., all segments have the same mobility, regardless of their character) can be approximated as an ellipse or a planar circle. If additional thermodynamic forces exist in the material, such as a vacancy supersaturation driving force, the circular loop becomes a helix. Such circumstances are often observed in quenching or irradiation experiments. By properly choosing the coordinate system to be on the loop's glide plane, the following parametric representation may provide a good approximation for the case we discussed earlier. forms of these parametric curves depend on certain imposed geometric conditions on the loop. For example, if we demand curvature continuity, along with continuity of the first and second derivatives of of the position vector with respect to the parameter u, the tangent vector in Eq. (1) is completely determined. Thus the nodal positions on the loop will determine its shape. These details are not presented here, but will be given in future publications. Under some other conditions, as in most BCC crystals at low temperature, the expansion of the FrankRead source is quite anisotropic, and edge-type segments have a much higher mobility as compared to screw-type segments. Long, nearly straight segments are often experimentally observed. A much simpler parametric representation is to use the general form of Eq. (1), with the following shape functions: Fi = 1 -u, F2 = u, Fj = F4 = 0. We will demonstrate the utility, numerical accuracy, and computational speed of each representation.
Isotropic Elastic Fields of Parametric Loops

Line Integral Representation of the Stress Field.
Evaluation of the elastic field around an arbitrary-shape dislocation loop requires explicit development of the equations of elasticity for each finite segment. Since the stress components transform as second order tensors, the total stress field of the loop can be obtained by linear summation of the fields for individual segments. The procedure is quite lengthy, and is described in sufficient detail by Ghoniem and Bacaloni (1997) and Ghoniem (1999) . In this paper, however, we highlight the main equations that are necessary to carry out stress field and interaction force computations. In this procedure, we first rewrite Burgers displacement equation for a loop in index tensor form. The displacement vector is then differentiated to obtain the elastic strain in an isotropic material as a line integral. The stress tensor is computed from the linear relationship between the strain and stress in an isotropic elastic material. The line integral for each stress component is finally discretized by parametric segments, and the total stress field computed by numerical quadrature integration over each segment. In the case of a planar circle, an ellipse or a helical loop, line integrals are computed with just one parametric equation. Summation of field contributions from loop segments is not required in these cases, since the entire loop is represented by one closed segment.
On any surface 5", descriljed by a set of points r', and which terminates at the dislocation line, the displacement vector components can be obtained as surface integrals of the derivatives of the Green's tensor functions Ui,", in the following form;
,(r) = b, j CijM^Ar -r')dSj 
Equation (8) can be further developed, since the third order derivative of the radius vector represents a third order tensor of the form: Rp^i = -2A',/|R|-\ and the solid angle subtended by the loop (see Fig. 4 ) is given by:
ids.
Using Stokes theorem, together with Eq. (9), the surface integrals in the displacement equation can be readily converted to line integrals. The displacement vector components can now take the form:
In the infinitesimal deformation approximation, the linear straindisplacement relation is given by:
where, for isotropic elastic materials, the elastic constants Cyu are given as: and the Green's tensor functions are:
where X and G are Lame's constants, Sij are the Kronecker delta functions, and i?.t", are successive derivatives of the radius vector R. Differentiating the above expression with respect to j, we obtain:
From Eqs . (2)- (5),we derive a surface integral representation of the displacement vector components, u", as: It is shown by Ghoniem and Bacaloni (1997) , and by Ghoniem (1999) that: ^J ~ 2 I i^.ppiidSj' -R^ppijdSi') = 2 Q^ tjkiR.ppidlk ' (14) where: which can be used to derive the strain components in line integral form, as follows.
The dilatation is obtained by letting i = r andy = r, thus:
Ghoniem and Bacaloni (1997), and Ghoniem (1999) developed explicit forms for the stress field components in detail, when the linear stress-strain relationship is finally used in the An example of just one component is given below: form:
G f 
and Eqs. (15) and (16) are substituted into (17), we finally obtain the following compact line integral form for the stress components:
Several equivalent forms of the line integral representations are available in the literature (see, for example, Hirth and Lothe, 1982) for a compact vector representation, or deWit (1960) for formal procedures. However, the intent in this section is to describe a new computational procedure in sufficient detail to allow for actual numerical calculations, rather than formal theoretical developments, as will be shown next.
Explicit Forms for the Stress Field of a Parametric
Segment. The closed-loop line integral for the total stress field of a dislocation loop will now be written as a sum of open line integrals for individual segments, as:
For just one segment, such as AB, the line integral is found to contain only four functions of the following form:
The integral arguments, R^uj, Ra-n, etc. represent successive derivatives of the radius vector with respect to the coordinate system 1, 2, 3. Details of this procedure, as well as explicit forms of parametric integrals similar to Eq. (22), are all given elsewhere (Ghoniem (1999)) and will not be repeated here.
Computational Accuracy and Speed
One of the objectives of determining the stress field around dislocation loops is to calculate the associated Peach-Koehler force on neighboring loops (interaction force), or on themselves as they change shape (self-force). To assess the influence of various discretization methods on the accuracy of the stress fields, and hence on the P-K force itself, we present here results of calculations for a representative example of an isolated sliptype loop.
Consider a typical slip loop in a BCC crystal, and assume that the loop is perfectly circular on the (110) Number of Linear Segments Fig. 6 Converged field error as a function of the number of straight linear segments, at two different distances from the dislocation loop edge ments show that the stress field is convergent with the number segments («,,). It is interesting to note that while the shear stress is singular exactly at the dislocation core, a consequence of the displacement jump condition, it is not entirely symmetric with respect to the radial distance away from the core. The value of the stress field changes from positive to negative as we cross the dislocation core, and is finite at the center of the loop (see table (1) for exact numerical values showing the asymmetry). Obviously, since the field decays to zero at infinity, the field asymmetry is thus dependent on the loop radius (or curvature). This observation may seem to be a subtle point, but it will be shown to be quite important to the accurate determination of the self-force on curved loop segments. It is clear that as the number of discrete linear segments is increased, the accuracy of the stress field in close proximity of the loop edge is improved. It is noted that field accuracy is determined not only by the total number of linear segments, but also by the order of the numerical quadrature employed. The closest points to the loop edge are 1.5 b away. Figure 6 summarizes the dependence of the shear stress error on the number of linear segments at distances of 2 b and 10 b from the dislocation core. The stress field value converges for all n., a 200, to within six significant digits. This converged value is used as a reference for these calculations. Moreover, additional computations have also been performed using analytical forms for straight linear segments given by Hirth and Lothe (1982) . Remarkable agreement with numerical quadrature integration is obtained. Nevertheless, required stress transformations from the local segment coordinates to the global coordinates renders the analytical expressions less efficient as the number of segments is increased. When equivalent analytical solutions for the stress field of straight segments in the global coordinate system are used (see DeVincre and Condat, 1992 and Schwarz, 1997) , this problem is alleviated.
Geometric representation of complex shape dislocation loops via spline segments is inherently accurate, because curved splines can be adjusted to approximate the dislocation line to any desired accuracy. Since all elastic field quantities are just functions of the radius vector and its higher order derivatives, field errors are expected to be proportional to the ratio of spline deviation from the actual geometry to the magnitude of the radius vector. Partial cancellation of these errors may also be achieved as a result of the summation nature of line integrals. On an intuitive basis, one expects that good field accuracy is achievable with a relatively small number of spline segments. To illustrate this point further, we show in Fig. 7 the influence of increasing the number of spline segments on the accuracy of the shear stress for the same slip loop. In these calculations, we fix the order of numerical quadrature to 16. It is obvious that very small improvements at distances of \.5 b or less from the loop edge are obtained when the circle is represented by more than three to four spline segments. The effect of the order of numerical quadrature is made clear in Fig. 8 , where the number of curved spline segments is fixed to only three. At close distances from the dislocation core, a low order quadrature integration scheme tends to "smear out" the asymptotic singular nature of the field. Therefore, very good accuracy in field and force calculations can be obtained with 3-4 spline segments combined with a numerical quadrature order of 16.
It may be desirable to represent a complex shape planar dislocation loop by a perfect circle, and obtain the elastic field quantities using numerical integration. In such a case, very rapid calculations can be performed, if the entire loop is represented by just one parametric equation of a full circle (e.g., Eq. (3), with a = b = radius, and c = 0). This situation is envisioned for calculations of the P-K force resulting from small irregular planar loops at distances from their center larger than the loop diameter. No segmentation would be required in this case. Figure 9 shows the distribution of the stress field around our example slip loop, utilizing various quadrature orders with a single parametric equation. Spline field distribution is compared to It is shown that while the accuracy of field (hence force) calculations is poor within distances less than 10 b from the dislocation core, the results are quite good for all space, excluding these short distances. Thus, such approximation can be effectively used for far field calculations (say at distances greater than jo of the loop radius from the loop edge). If shape deviations from the circle are quite small, then such an approximation can be powerful for far-field calculations of small, nearly circular loops. Similar arguments can be made for helical loops, which result from vacancy supersaturation in quenched or irradiated materials.
To appreciate the absolute accuracy of the various numerical integration and analytic solution methods utilized in the present work, numerical values of the normalized shear stress distributions are shown in Table 1 below. The results at close distances (1.5 b and 13.5 b) are especially highlighted.
Discussion and Conclusions
Although the elements of dislocation theory have been almost completely developed over the past several decades, the lack of efficient computational methods for the interaction and motion of dislocation ensembles has just been recentiy advanced. However, significant difficulties are now encountered in the simulation of 3-D Dislocation Dynamics because of complex topological configurations on the one hand, and the long-range internal force field on the other. The present method is aimed at tiie development of an efficient computational scheme for evaluation of internal PeachKoehler forces and interaction energies amongst complex dislocation configurations. This is achieved by dividing dislocation loops into a small number of curved segments, which if appropriately chosen, can represent the dislocation core to great accuracy. Studying a particular example of a typical slip loop in BCC crystals has shown the usefulness of the present method, but the procedure is rather general.
Representation of dislocation loops by parametric equations, coupled with a fast integration technique for field variables as line integrals, appear to have a number of potential advantages. These are summarized as:
(1) A complex dislocation loop (e.g., during the operation of a Frank-Read source, or during the process of cross-slip for nonplanar loops) can be represented by a relatively few number of curved segments. The Peach-Koehler force resulting from the interaction of one loop with another can thus be numerically computed as a fast summation over those few curved segments. This can be quite advantageous in 3-D Dislocation Dynamics, because the force computation is proportional to the square of tiie number of segments. Thus a reduction of two orders of magnitude in the number of segments will result in four order of magnitude reduction in force calculations. (2) Because of the high accuracy of curvature representation in the present method, the computation of selfforces and self-energies of individual segments within one loop is inherently accurate. (3) When the P-K force and other elastic field quantities are required at distances greater than approximately 20 -j^ of a loop diameter from its core, very useful approximations of the loop can be advantageously used within the current line integral context. Thus, planar circles can readily approximate the core of small irregular loops, while dipolar loops can be treated as elongated ellipse, etc. (4) Although two nodes bound each segment, the dislocation core is described by a continuous curve in-between. Thus, the segment has an infinite number of degrees of freedom. This particular aspect can be quite significant in a variational development of the equations of motion (see Ghoniem, 1999) . Other formulations of the equations of motion of straight segments use an averaging scheme for force variations on the segment. Thus, when the segment is long, averaging of the P-K force at a central nodal position becomes less accurate. (5) Since the dislocation loop is continuously described by a set of curves, updating the loop shape in dislocation Dynamics can utilize the existence of such "shape functions." The need to artificially impose connectivity conditions where the straight pieces do not fit with one another upon updating the positions of their central nodes is thus alleviated.
The in-plane self-force at a point on the a planar loop has been shown by Gavazza and Barnett (1976) to be given by:
f.m = -K£(T) + ^ binj{ay(P + em) + ayiP -em)} (23) where the local unit tangent, principal normal and curvature are t, m, and K, respectively. £(t) is a prelogarithmic energy factor for an infinitely long dislocation line. The distance e represents a position very close to the core (e.g., 1.5 ^ in Table 1 ). Barnett (1980) generalized Eq. (23) to noncircular loops, and showed that in the limit, the force averaging given by the last two terms can be computed in terms of the loop curvature at the point P. Thus, the asymptotic form of the local self-force is given by:
Distance from Loop Center (b) Fig. 9 Influence of numerical quadrature integration order on stress field accuracy for a slip loop represented by a single circular parametric equation 
where E" is the second derivative of the prelogarithmic term.
It is interesting to note that once the local curvature, K, and the core size, e, are both given, the self-force is accurately determined at any point on the loop. The total Peach-Koehler force at a point is composed of the self-force given by Eq. (24) and contributions from other segments on the loop. Schwarz (1998 I & II) evaluated contributions of various terms to the P-K force given by Eq. (24). He showed that the contributions from the last two terms are completely dominant, especially for loops with K < O.I nm"'. Nonlocal contributions to the force have also been shown to be small. The segment size (i.e., the change from local to nonlocal force contributions) is only significant when substantial variations in the dislocation curvature along this particular segment are encountered. Thus, when one uses a straight dislocation segment, its size must be very small so as to enhance the non-local contributions (i.e., from neighboring segments). This is again difficult because the force distribution along one segment diverges as the segment gets smaller because of singularities at the sharp corners of a straight segment. Since the current procedure is purely numerical, an interesting question poses itself. With the potential advantages of the present method, does it suffer from being computationally slow compared to implementation of analytical solutions for short straight segments? To answer this question, a number of computational speed tests have been performed on a DeC-alpha workstation (433 MHz). The results are given in Table 2 . While numerical calculations with a fourth order quadrature are slightly slower than corresponding analytical solutions, they are indeed faster for a second order quadrature integration scheme. These comparisons are given for a loop divided into straight linear segments. What is also remarkable is the fact that numerical integration with only three cubic spline segments are much faster than corresponding analytical solutions using 100 (or 1000) straight segments to achieve the same numerical accuracy. The main reasons for these results are:
(1) The numerical calculations are nothing more than fast summations performed over terms containing various combinations of the components of the vector distance between the point and the loop line vector. (2) The analytical expressions are obtained in the frame of reference of a straight segment. Thus, coordinate transformations to a global sy,stem result in additional computational overhead, which increases with the number of segments. As mentioned before, the form utilized by DeVincre and Condat (1992) in the global system alleviates this problem.
